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ABOUT 
Oakland couple Kristan and Nicole are ready to move beyond casual neighborhood baby-
watching and make the leap into the world of parenthood. To expand their family, they’re 
venturing into the complicated system of foster-to-adopt care, and with this heartfelt and 
humorous documentary web series, they invite us to join them on the journey.
It’s immediately apparent that Kristan and Nicole are a loving, thoughtful, and grounded couple, 
aware of the challenges of fostering and adoption as well as their own desires and fears. And 
while there’s clearly a demand for foster families (of the roughly half-million youths in the United 
States’ foster care system, nearly 112,000 are waiting for adoption), it’s not as simple as need 
plus opportunity. The bar is set very high for prospective parents, so with their trusty dog Rocky 
looking on apprehensively (often from beneath the couch) they embark on childproofing their 
apartment, meeting with social workers, and checking off the numerous other requirements of 
foster care eligibility. And then, they wait.
That it can take months or years for a child to be placed with such a qualified couple is just one 
of the revelations of this thought-provoking, funny, and emotional series. Kristan and Nicole are 
open and candid with the camera throughout the rollercoaster process of approvals and 
potential matches, and as the project’s director, Nicole Opper (the Emmy-nominated filmmaker 
behind Off and Running, Frameline33, and Mezzo, Frameline40) mixes animation with 
interviews to craft a refreshingly grounded and moving series.

— LAURA HENNEMAN, Frameline41 

Synopsis
Meet Nicole and Kristan, an Oakland-based queer couple who want to adopt a kid. This short, 
comedic documentary series chronicles their journey into the foster care system to become fost-
adopt parents, bumbling through a bizarre and bureaucratic maze in order to learn everything 
they can about the troubled institution on which they are staking their dreams of parenthood. 
Six episodes, 8-12 minutes each, ITVS co-production, PBS Digital Studios.

Contact
Web: www.thefwordseries.com 
Instagram, Facebook, Twitter: @thefwordseries
Press inquires: nicoleopp@gmail.com // cscherck@gmail.com

http://www.thefwordseries.com
mailto:nicoleopp@gmail.com


Bios
Kristan Cassady, Producer 
Born in Winter Park, Florida, Kristan began Suzuki violin in her public school. After graduation 
from Rutger's University: Mason Gross School of the Arts, she worked as an educator and 
musician in and around the New York City area. Once she met Nicole, her orchestra 
management skills lead her to film producing beginning with short films, the feature length 
documentary Visitor's Day, and the web-series, The F Word.

Nicole Opper, Director/Producer
Nicole Opper is an Emmy®-nominated filmmaker who directed and produced the feature 
documentary Off and Running, an Audience Favorite at Tribeca and winner of ten international 
awards. The film was nationally broadcast on P.O.V. in 2010. She received a Fulbright 
Fellowship to direct Visitor’s Day which is supported by New York State Council on the Arts, 
Chicken & Egg Pictures and The Independent Television Service. 
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